
Linear Algebra
Lesson 12:
Nullity, Rank, and Range

Please be sure to mark down the date and time that you start this lesson. Carefully take
notes on pencil and paper while watching the lesson videos. Pause the lesson to try
classwork before watching the video going over that classwork. If you work with any
classmates, be sure to write their names on the problems you completed together.
Please wear masks when meeting with classmates even if you meet off campus.

You will cut and paste the photos of your notes and completed classwork and a selfie
taken holding up the first page of your work in a googledoc entitled:

MAT313F21-lesson12-lastname-firstname

and share editing of that document with me sormanic@gmail.com and with our graders.
If you have a question, type QUESTION in your googledoc next to the point in your notes
that has a question and email me with the subject MAT313 QUESTION. I will answer your
question by inserting a photo into your googledoc or making an extra video.

Watch the Playlist 313F21-12-1to5

mailto:sormanic@gmail.com
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRHpZu30FKOVypk6fP0dbTv02P9XlENtm














Homework: For the following matrix A



Homework:

(Note Exam 2 is very similar to this homework but with easier matrices)

Part I of HW:
1) Row Reduction to Echelon Form (boxing leaders)
2) Find Nullity and Rank
3) Write the Range as the span of a basis of linearly independent pivot columns.
4) Verify the basis of the Range is linearly independent

Part II of HW:
1) Continue Row Reduction of A to Reduced Echelon Form (boxing leaders)
2) Find Null Space of A
3) Check the directions in the null space using matrix multiplication
4) Write the Null Space as a span of a basis of linearly independent directions.
5) Verify the directions of the null space are linearly independent.

After completing the homework check the homework solutions here. Email me your
corrected solutions and ask any questions you have. You must also include a selfie with
your work.

——————————————

After that you may study and then practice the Sample Exam in a timed setting
here. You do not submit your sample exam to me.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13wxUqRNpjKBSMd5HnPwCV37fP79J06ZQgmRtg3uH2n0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15DFgrfDbHuFxur6Cg5TepUcwdoilD9lWKq7RDMiUvds/edit



